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ABSTRACT: Since Last decade e-lecturing has become more and more popular. There is a continuous
increment in the number of lecture videos data on the Internet and there is no doubt that in near future it will
be booming field of e-lectures. Hence there is a need for highly flexible and best results-yielding algorithms or
methods to search appropriate contents. Thus, indexing is an approach which is mainly emphasized in this
paper for automated video indexing and video search in large lecture video archives. Primarily, Videos are
divided into some segments and then key-frames are identified among these segments for further protocols of
video content data extraction and mining. Immediately after that, steps like extraction of textual metadata by
applying Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology on key-frames of videos and Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) on audio lecture tracks are followed. The OCR and ASR transcripts are the methods from
which textual data is extracted and stored into digitized format and can be used as keywords related to videos,
matching these keywords with the available database of videos on the Internet and thus will provide relevant
Videos and contents. The evaluation of results for performance in index based searching method is remarkable
as compared to other searching methods.

Index Terms: Lecture videos, automatic video indexing, content-based video search, lecture video archives

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s day-to-day environment, Due to the
homogenous scene property of the videos formed,
appropriate important results based on visual feature
extraction cannot be simply applied to lectures recorded
in video format. Nowadays people look to create lecture
videos by using dual scene format, by which the speaker
and his presentations are displayed synchronously. The
major advantages of showing presentations for a
lecturer will be flexibility and a higher level of
understandability. For indexing no extra
synchronization between video and slide files are
required and we also neglect the existence of slide files.
The system lacks its importance just because of the
method of video analysis, which introduces errors. Our
research work mainly focuses on those lecture videos
produced by using screen grabbing method. Since two
videos are synchronized automatically during the
recording process. Therefore, the temporal scope of
complete unique slides can be considered as lecture
segment. This way, segmentation of dual scene lecture
video can be achieved by processing slide video
segmentation.
Extraction of textual metadata is carried out from audio

and visual information of the video, by using some of
the best applicable algorithms and techniques. A
separate large video lecture portal is used on the
interpretation of video’s automatic indexing features,

that will definitely help both visually and text-oriented
users to search for the appropriate video lecture. Then, a
survey was conducted by us to check the research
effectiveness on the change in method of video
searching. This data survey helped in analysis of
usability of video indexing for searching on Internet.
For visual analysis, an approach of OCR is used. OCR
is passed with the some number of key frames snapped
from videos to gather textual metadata of the current
video. The overall key data of the video files is
generated using graphical functions. Structured video
text provides a more helpful search function. We also
had a solution for German dictionary which has
automated German phonetic sound to attend, which also
assists in ASR domain and auto corrects the general
errors. The overall modules of dictionary and compiled
speech of software is used for future scope. For
maintaining the constraints of solidity and stability
problems of a content-based video search system, we
propose a different keyword classification method for
different models of information resources. In order to
measure the usefulness, we tried this method in a large
lecture video portal.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

Prior to this system, it was not an easy task to provide
the users with the appropriate results in a definite time.
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In general whenever user requests any video, results
appearing in the output will have the matching similar
names of video for which it was searched. Actually it
works by matching the names of files stored in the
database with the actual data required and accordingly
results are fetched and displayed. Accuracy with this
system is adjusted and minimized. In the existing
system, results are displayed according to the title of the
video so it becomes impossible to view each and every
video having similar type of titles. For example, if user
wants to study conditional statements in c language then
it will search video according to the name of video but
it is inconvenient for the user to study that video if it
contains only short information about user’s query. So,
it may give irrelevant and inappropriate results.

In existing system video retrieval based on visual
feature extraction cannot be simply applied to lecture
recordings because of the homogeneous scene
composition of lecture videos. For example, if a camera
is in motion then camera may distort the properties of
the slide; the slide can be partially blocked if the person
is in moving position in front of the slide; any changes
of camera focus (switching between the speaker view
and the slide view) may also affect the further slide
detection process.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

We propose the system is to retrieve a video on the
basis of its contents rather than retrieving video
according to its title and metadata description. So that it
will provide an exact result for the user’s demand. For
this purpose, we have to implement a model which
captures the various frames from a video lecture. All the
captured frames are then classified according to the
duplication property. Key frames segmentation is
performed by considering a time interval within two
frames. Sometimes it happens that a video lecture
contains one slide presentation for a long period of time
then maximum time interval is introduced in seconds.
Subsequently key frames subdivision occurs in which
we fetch all the text from all the frames for further video
retrieval system using optical character recognition
(OCR) process. Also we make all the voices resulting
into text using ASR technique. This all material mined
till now (Text and Voice from Video) is used for
content based video retrieval system and clustering of
video according to their text and voice parameters.

This OCR algorithm is used to extract the characters
from the literal information as well as ASR algorithm is
used to retrieve the speech information from the video
lecture. The OCR and ASR record as well as detect
slide text line types are implemented for mining some

relevant important words, by which both video and
segment-level keywords are extracted for content-
relevant video surfing. The presentation and the success
measurements of proposed indexing functionalities is
proven by evaluation.

IV. FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation is the phase of the project when our
estimations and works of papers and documentation is
converted into a real life work. Thus it can be measured
to be the most precarious stage in attaining a successful
new system and in assuring the user, with guarantee that
the new system will work and be operative. The
operation stage contains cautious scheduling, analysis
and research of the existing system and it’s constraints
on implementation, scheming of approaches to
complete conversion and evaluation of conversion
methods. Two major algorithms which are used for
implementation of the proposed system are as follows;

A. Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
The task of recognizing characters in lecture video can
be divided into the modules This division is consistent
with the standard approach used in OCR-systems First
of all the raw signal from the composite video signal is
sampled to create a binary image, from which the
subtitles can be extracted. When using the signal from
the camera it is also required to manage the basic
requirements such as alignment of text occurring in
frame must be horizontal, which is a precondition for
our OCR-algorithm. Next the binary image is
profiteered to remove noise and enhance characteristic
features. After working on image different statistics like
number of lines, words and characters are needed to be
stored. All these newly collected statistically analyzed
data is matched with all the existing set of databases.
After picking the most probable letters in a given word,
the word can be related with a dictionary checkup, to
verify if the letter combination is likely.
(i) To undergo the study of OCR images are used which
processes by sampling the composite signal from the
moving pictures like video and applying a threshold. A
sample of the subsequent binary picture is shown Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Sampling and applying a binary threshold the
binary picture is created.
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(ii) In the case where the images come from the CCD
filmed camera, it will usually be essential to bring out
some minor typical adaptations, since our later
designated feature extraction is not rotational invariant.
The subtitles consist of one or two lines of chockfull
letters with the similar coordination. This basic
information can be used for finding the rotation of the
image, which maximizes the horizontal sum in the
frame (corresponding to a horizontal orientation of the
subtitles).
(ii) The success of the OCR-algorithm depends on the
preliminary filtering. The main purpose of this filtering
and segmentation is to clearly distinguish between the
textual data and making this data as self-describing
about the media file. It starts with low pass-filtering the
image to eradicate high frequency noise which was not
removed in the sample process.
(ii) To compare each region with our database we need
to mine relevant features. We use a grouping of simple
arithmetical and semantic features, which reduces the
extent of calculations. The arithmetical features are
relations between area covered in frame, width/height of
objects, and background/foreground characteristics.
(ii) The horizontal and vertical projections are compared
with the database using cross correlation. When
comparing the arithmetical features such as ratio
between height/width, foreground/background area
during the video and first order moment assumptions
are made. For each letter the mean of this circulation is
given in the databank and the change is chosen for best
detection. An extracted feature such as the pixel area
can now be checked towards the distribution of each
letter. The results from the projections and the other
statistics are finally combined and the letter with similar
meaning is chosen. Then the semantic features are used
for correction of the most likely misclassifications.
(ii) Even with a good detection rate of each letter can
have errors which will occur from time to time. To cater
for this mismanagement each word is checked with a
vocabulary, containing the most common words. If the
term doesn’t exist then the most likely matching term is
chosen, e.g. by keeping the word with most letters in
their required position. It is then assessed which of the 2
words is the most similar in sense, based on the
probabilities from the classification.

B. Automatic speech recognition
Automatic speech recognition algorithm extracts

speech or voice from lecture video and converts it into
textual information for storing it into database. Speech
is one of the most significant medium of knowledge
sharing in video classes. Thus, it is of unique advantage
that this material can be applied for automatic lecture
video indexing. Awkwardly, most of the currently
available lecture speech recognition systems in the

studied work cannot attain a adequate recognition
outcome on the Word Error Rates. ASR is meant to
empower particular machines to recognize actual voice
characters into digitized format without human
involvement. These are the basic steps in Automatic
Speech Recognition:
(i) User speaks
(ii) System extracts features from the speech.
(iii) Those features statistically match up with phoneme.
(iv) Use the word statistics to go from phoneme
ordering towards.

V. MODULES

A. Frame Extraction
This is the first module of our project in which input
video is given and that video is segmented into the
number of key frames during certain period of time
interval in seconds. Sometimes, it happens that a same
key frame is displayed for a long period of time then to
reduce duplication we will increase the time interval of
video segmentation.

B. OCR Module
Optical character recognition module is used to retrieve
the text metadata from the extracted key frames of
lecture video. When OCR algorithm is applying on the
lecture video it has to follow certain steps. At first the
raw signal from the composite video signal is sampled
to create a binary image, from which the subtitles can
be extracted. When using the signal from the camera it
is also necessary with some spatial adjustment to ensure
that the lines of text are horizontal in the image, which
is a precondition for our OCR-algorithm. Next the
binary image is pre filtered to remove noise and
enhance characteristic features. After the optimal
filtering the image can be divided into individual
sentences, arguments and characters. Every feature and
characteristics whether it is statistical or semantic they
are spotted and matched with a previously existing
database (words provided as training suite). After
choosing the most likely letters in a given word, the
word can be compared with a dictionary lookup, to
verify if the letter combination is likely.

C. ASR Module
Speech is one of the most important carriers of
information in video lectures. Automatic speech
recognition algorithm extracts speech or voice from
lecture video and converts it into textual information
and stores it into database.

D. Retrieval of content based Video
OCR and ASR results of a synchronized timestamp are
combined and results are shown according to the
contents of video rather than title of video.
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VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system is to retrieve a video on the basis of its
contents and information it shares. So that it will
provide an exact result for the user’s request. For this
purpose, we have to develop a model which screenshots
the in-between frames from a video. All the snapped
frames are then arranged according to the replicative
characteristics. Then we mine all the text from all the
frames for further video retrieval system. Then using
ASR the filtering of audio is started to extract textual
data from audio and speeches and this is how the video
retrieval system will work. This all information
extracted from a video media file will be attached as
keywords in the video. Thus categorization will be done
on the basis of these keywords, so that it will help
further to directly search the content on the Internet. We
extract metadata from pictorial as well as audial
resources of lecture videos automatically by applying
suitable analysis and study techniques. For assessment
purposes we developed numerous automatic indexing
functionalities in a large lecture video portal that can

help the users in searching the relevant data. A research
survey was held under the proposed system to check the
effectiveness and the usability of the video indexing
methodology for more accuracy in data mining but only
related to videos. For information extraction through
videos the OCR will be collecting key data from the key
frames snapped in-between by the frame extractor.
Furthermore, lecture’s postscript is extracted from OCR
transcripts by using stroke width and geometric
information. Structured video text provides a more
helpful search function. We also had a solution for
German dictionary which has automated German
phonetic sound to attend, which also assists in ASR
domain and auto corrects the general errors. The overall
modules of dictionary and compiled speech of software
is used for future scope In order to overcome the
solidity and consistency problems of a content-based
video search system, we propose a different keyword
ranking method for different models of information
resources.

Fig. 2. Process of Video Retrieval.
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In order to measure the usefulness and this is verified at
the large video portals. The developed video analysis
methods have been evaluated by using compiled test

data sets as well as opened benchmarks. All compiled
test sets are publicly available from our website for the
further research use.

CONCLUSION

We are exposing the methodology for content-based
lecture video indexing and retrieval in large lecture
video data collections. For performing this research we
had applied the methods discussed like using OCR and
ASR to sort out the informative key words. The system
uses video indexing procedure to sort out the contents
of the web which will help in easy and fast retrieval. In
this way we have developed a system which retrieves
and results a video according to their contents not on the
basis of title and metadata description only. The
problem of existing system is tried to overcome with
this proposed system which reduces the time
complexity as user will have to go through a video
which are having most applicable stuffs related to user’s
search query.
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